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Abstract

SARS-CoV-2 has heavily impacted society due to its highly contagious nature.

Understanding the relationship between factors that may have contributed to the spread of

SARS-CoV-2 is important to better understand the complexities of this virus and the potential

roles of mammals, especially bats (Chiroptera), as viral reservoirs in spreading future viruses.

We examined the relationships between mammalian order and infection resistance (as

Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2 or ACE-2 protein binding affinity), long-term exposure to

coronaviruses (as selection in coronavirus interacting proteins), and the relationship between

these two factors taking order into account. We hypothesized Chiroptera would have a lower

binding affinity compared to other orders, have a higher coronavirus interacting protein selection

(VIP selection), and that mammals would have an inverse relationship between coronavirus

interacting protein selection and ACE-2 protein binding affinity. We conducted phylogenetic

regressions using the R statistical program and found that bats have lower ACE-2 protein binding

affinity than other mammals, but that orders do not differ in coronavirus VIP selection.

Additionally, there is no correlation between ACE-2 protein binding affinity and coronavirus VIP

selection across all mammals because correlations within orders differed. This is important

because that means there are less obvious factors that contribute to an organism's resistance to

SARS-CoV-2 and that the time an organism spends with SARS-CoV-2 does not directly impact

an organism’s resistance to infection. By testing this interaction between organisms and

coronaviruses, we could predict what happens with future coronaviruses and potentially identify

intermediary species between mammals and humans.
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Introduction

COVID-19 is without a doubt one of the most prevalent issues today. With 242,987,401

confirmed cases world wide and 4,938,251 deaths from this strain alone, finding relationships

between coronavirus and susceptible species has become increasingly important (CDC 2021).

With the right data, isolating infected groups and identifying an intermediary species becomes a

much less arduous task.

Part of this is seeing what organisms have spent the most time with coronaviruses. Virus

interacting proteins (VIP) can be analyzed for selection resulting from interaction with a virus, as

selection takes evolutionary time to occur, meaning the virus has been introduced to the observed

mammalian group (Enard et al. 2016). By looking at the strength of selection on a species'

coronavirus interacting proteins, we can deduce if the species has been exposed to coronaviruses

in the past. Looking at Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE-2 protein) binding affinity is

also a major variable that must be considered. ACE-2, an enzyme that controls cardiovascular

and renal function (specifically contracting and expanding veins in the body), is the main binding

point (prime location for infection) for SARS-CoV-2. If the structure of the protein has changed

to prevent coronaviruses from latching on, then coronavirus is still affecting the population badly

enough to warrant the potential inhibition of heart function in favor of higher resistance to the

infection. Using data sets consisting of VIP selection and ACE-2 protein binding affinity, we

used phylogenetic analyses to understand species’ history with coronaviruses and how much they

have affected mammalian evolution.
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Background

Bats are thought to be greater reservoirs of viruses compared to other mammals since bats

are understood to harbor more diseases due to their densely-populated colonies and unique

immune systems (Streiker, Gilbert 2020). Contemporary studies suggest otherwise, finding that

bats may not harbor greater diseases compared to other mammals. This could disprove the

common negative perception of bats as a threatening intermediary species of SARS-Cov-2

between the animals and humans (Damas et al. 2020). Not much research has been done on

coronavirus interacting proteins, as SARS-CoV-2 was not researched as a large concern until

relevance from the pandemic. Adaptations in virus interacting proteins (VIPs) in a species

indicate that the species was exposed to the virus during its evolution. We hypothesize that

Chiroptera will have higher coronavirus interacting protein selection compared to other

mammalian orders since bats generally harbor more viruses than other mammals and therefore

probably have a longer and stronger history with coronaviruses.

Another question we explored is how ACE-2 protein binding affinity (the ease with

which viruses bind to the ACE-2 protein) differs between Chiroptera and other orders of

mammals. Depending on how bindable a species's ACE-2 protein is by coronavirus, species

susceptibility differs. Organisms with high binding affinity such as Cercopithecidae (old world

primates) are much more likely to catch coronavirus and may suffer stronger symptoms

compared to those species with lower binding affinity (Damas et al. 2020). However changes to

the structure of the ACE-2 protein to avoid something like coronavirus come with repercussions.

Changes in the structure of the protein may cause heart problems as the blood vessels around the

heart will be less efficient at regulating blood flow. By interpreting patterns in ACE-2 binding

affinities of bats versus other mammals, we investigated whether Chiroptera have different
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ACE-2 protein binding affinities compared to other mammals. We hypothesize that Chiroptera

have adapted to have greater resistance to SARS-CoV-2 by having lower ACE-2 binding

affinities because they are intermediary species for coronavirus, and can carry and transmit many

diseases without showing symptoms themselves.

Lastly, we asked if bats differ in a relationship between coronavirus interacting protein

selection strength and ACE-2 binding affinity compared to other mammals. We hypothesize that

there will be an inverse correlation between ACE-2 binding affinity and VIP selection, and that

Chiroptera will have a lower binding affinity and a higher VIP selection compared to other

mammalian orders. This could be caused by a multitude of factors, the biggest being that if

coronavirus is in the population, it may be worth the trade off with heart function to avoid

infection.

Correlation between VIP selection and ACE-2 protein susceptibility in mammals could

help us locate species with history with SARS-CoV-2. By understanding patterns of past

exposure to coronaviruses in bats and other mammalian species paired with ACE-2 protein

interaction, future potential outbreaks can be predicted with the potential to use past patterns as a

reference to how populations may react.

Methods

Data:

We gathered data on ACE-2 binding affinity from Damas et al. 2020, who used protein

structure and resistance compared to that of humans to determine the scale that binding affinity

would be measured on. This method produced a measure of binding affinity on a scale of 1-5.
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We used data on the strength of selection on coronavirus interacting proteins (VIPs) in

200+ mammal species provided by Dr. David Enard and Dr. Elise Lauterbur. This data included

proteins predicted to interact with coronaviruses as well as proteins with confirmed interactions

with coronaviruses (Enard et al. 2016). Available data was separated into data with solely

confirmed VIPs and a second set including predicted VIPs. We chose the second set for our

models and analyses since finding correlations involving as many VIPs with potential interaction

as possible would provide the most accurate results.

We used a phylogenetic tree including all mammals in the analysis provided by Dr. David

Enard and Dr. Elise Lauterbur.

We tested our hypotheses using phylogenetic comparative analyses in the R statistical

program (R Core Team 2021). We ran phylogenetic comparative analyses using packages

including :

1. “phyloglmm” (Li and Bolker 2019) for phylogenetic regression

2. “ggplot2” (Wickham 2016) for creating graphs

3. “DHARMa” (Hartig 2021) for collecting and diagnosing residuals

4. “brms” (Bürkner P 2017) & “rstan” (Stan Development Team 2021): Bayesian

phylogenetic regression

We developed three models:

1. To understand if Chiroptera differs from other orders of mammals in its history with

coronaviruses, we ran a model with order as the independent variable and selection

strength in coronavirus interacting proteins as the dependent variable.
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2. To understand if Chiroptera differs from other orders of mammals in its resistance to

coronaviruses, we ran a model with order as the independent variable and binding affinity

of ACE-2 as the dependent variable. Two data sets were utilized for coronavirus

interacting protein selection analysis, and best fit residuals were created for both. Violin

plots were created and logged to display the final results from the VIP selection portion

of this research. Results from “Average Ratio of All Coronaviruses” are what our final

conclusions are based on, because it would be better to analyze confirmed and potential

coronavirus VIPs, rather than leaving potential proteins out.

3. Since we found that order does have an effect on binding affinity, to understand the

relationship between coronavirus interacting protein selection strength and binding

affinity, we put together a model that tested both coronavirus interacting protein selection

strength and order as the independent variables, and binding affinity as the dependent

variable. We selected best-fit representations of data and had our mentor run our model

on the HPC because we were unable to acquire the needed packages. Finally, we checked

the residuals and searched for the best representation of our results.

a. For each of these models, we varied the distribution family to find one that

fit the data, and checked this fit by analyzing plots of the residuals. Once

we decided on the best-fit model for each analysis, we used the p-value

output to interpret the results, and adjusted the plot for finalization.
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Coding the Models:

Phylogenetic analyses were performed with the data, where data of specific

characteristics of the mammalian orders were compared between Chiroptera and other orders.

Two separate scripts were made to observe the best-fit model for coronavirus interacting

protein selection based on the QQ plot residual to represent the relationship between order and

the variable of VIP selection. The best fit model was determined by observing the p-values seen

as “not significant” deviation paired with the most pleasant levene test with the most aligned bars

and least amount of red. Our analysis was measured among Chiroptera and other orders of

mammals, and data presented in graphs was divided into mammalian orders rather than species.

The model for ACE-2 protein binding affinity differs slightly from that of the VIP plot.

The data was run by a logged truncated negative binomial (data counted from highest to lowest

and skips over zeros). QQ plots demonstrated a very minor deviation from the p-value and

homogeneity demonstrated a significant (above 5%) amount of variance. However the data

proved to still be easily workable (deviation was very minor) and provided a sufficient violin plot

conveying the relationship between ACE-2 protein binding affinity and order.

Through utilization of R packages, analysis of all coronavirus interacting proteins were

run through the coding program to be analyzed by comparing Chiroptera versus other

mammalian orders. The comparative relationship will be combined with analysis of ACE-2

protein binding affinity to establish a correlation between binding affinity and virus-protein

interactions.
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Results

Binding Affinity and Order:

Figure 1. Graph of Orders Relationship to ACE-2 protein Binding Affinity: The width of
each shape conveys the density of the binding affinity per order, on a scale of 1-5.

We find that with a p-value of 0.01 in Carnivora, less than 0.0001 in Cetartiodactyla and

Primates, 0.0029 in Chiroptera, 0.8875 in Perissodactyla, and 0.0962 in Rodentia, orders such as

Carnivora (carnivores) and Chiroptera (bats) have a lower binding affinity. This means that it is

harder for them to be infected by coronavirus than orders such as Primates who are very

susceptible to infection. Perissodactyla (Odd-toed ungulates) had no variation in binding affinity

among its species so there is only a line in the place of a violin.
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Coronavirus VIP Selection and Order:

Figure 2. Graph of Logged Average Ratio of All Coronaviruses vs Order (VIP Selection):
This logged violin plot displays the most concentrated levels of VIP selection, indicating the
time SARS-Cov-19 has been in the orders’ population from a sample of VIPs proven to and
potentially interacting with the virus.

In determining the best-fit model for the relationship between coronavirus interacting

protein selection and order, the non-significant p-value 0.072 for the dispersion test for QQ plot

residuals was utilized for the official graph. In determining the best model, the concentration of

data in the QQ plot residual was ideally as close to the line as possible and levene tests were used

to measure significance, where red boxes would mean the model was not ideal for the test. There

was no correlation between order and coronavirus VIP selection, referred to as “Average Ratio of
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All Coronaviruses”. Including all guaranteed coronavirus interacting proteins, filled with

additional proteins possibly not interacting with the virus, is a better choice in analysis because

analyzing a set lacking of VIP’s that interact with a virus would be worse. It would be more

direct of a finding to include as many proven interactions as possible, and this is why the

“Average Ratio of All Coronaviruses” was observed rather than “Average Ratio of

Coronaviruses”.

Coronavirus VIP Selection and ACE-2 Protein Binding Affinity, Considering Order:

Figure 3. Graph of Average Ratio of All Coronaviruses and ACE-2 protein Binding
Affinity, taking Order into account : This line plot displays the relationship between ACE-2
protein binding affinity and coronavirus interacting protein selection. The sharp drops between
1-5 values for binding affinity is due to the scale of binding affinity only accepting integer values
of 1-5. Dotted patterns are predictions for the correlations of the variables that the model
predicts.
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The results show correlation between the two factors of “Binding Affinity” and “Log of

Average Ratio of All Coronaviruses” within some orders, but there is no correlation for the data

set as a whole. In orders Chiroptera and Perissodactyla there was no correlation between the two

variables at all.

Discussion

Table 1. Interpreting ACE-2 protein Binding Affinity’s Relationship to coronavirus VIP
Selection :

Coronavirus VIP selection

Binding affinity mammals>bats mammals=bats mammals<bats

mammals>bats Coronavirus has been in the
mammal population longer than
bats, but other mammals didn’t
make a trade-off since it would
be worse to inhibit ACE-2
function.

Bats require oxygen to fly so
they would have to rapidly
change their binding affinity
to survive a COV-19
respiratory infection.

COV-19 has been known to the
bat population longer than
mammals, but they sacrificed
functionality of ACE-2 protein
for resistance.

mammals=bats Worse making trade-off than
having coronavirus for mammals.

No bat-mammal coronavirus
interaction.

Worse making trade-off than
having COV-19 for bats.

mammals<bats Coronavirus has been in the
mammal population longer than
bats, and they gained resistance.

Worse for bats to make
trade-offs versus other
mammals OR bats’ immune
system strength makes virus
less horrible

Coronavirus has been in the
bat population longer than
mammals, but bats didn’t make
a tradeoff since it would be
worse to inhibit ACE-2
function.
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Table 1. We hypothesized that the ACE-2 protein binding affinity in mammals would be greater
than bats and that Coronavirus interacting protein selection would be less in mammals than bats
(table 1, purple box). However, we found that the ACE-2 protein binding affinity was greater in
mammals than bats and Coronavirus interacting protein selection, indicating time in a
population, was roughly the same (table 1, blue box).

We found that bats have a lower ACE-2 binding affinity to coronavirus than other

mammals (figure 1). Bats having a lower binding affinity comparatively. This leads to a number

of possible predictions: 1) Making the trade-off between ACE-2 protein functionality and

resistance to contracting coronavirus was too detrimental for other mammals so their binding

affinity stayed elevated (if VIP selection is greater in other mammals than in bats), 2) Because

bats require immense amounts of oxygen to fly, adapting to combat coronavirus was necessary

because a respiratory disease or infection would prove fatal (if VIP selection in bats is equal to

that in other mammals), 3) COV-19 has been in bat populations for an extended amount of time

so they sacrificed ACE-2 protein functionality for resistance against COV-19 (if VIP selection is

lower in other mammals than in bats).

We found no significant differences in coronavirus interacting protein selection among

orders (figure 2). All of the orders have concentrated data towards the bottom of the plot, but

there is no statistically significant relationship between order and levels of selection. Samples

from Rodentia have unusually high values of coronavirus VIP selection, but this may be due to

instances where some sample groups have unique selection compared to the rest of the samples

in this data set.

We found that the relationship between coronavirus interacting protein selection and

binding affinity varies by order, but no correlation in bats (figure 3). This was very unexpected.
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The trends Carnivora, Cetartiodactyla, and Primates look self-destructive if binding affinity and

VIP selection were the only factors that were relevant to how coronavirus interacts with the

ACE-2 protein. Inversely, the trends conveyed by Rodentia depict that as VIP selection increases

(increased interaction with coronavirus), binding affinity decreases. The correlation shown by

Rodentia falls in line with our hypothesis while the other results for this graph do not.

Conclusion

There is no correlation between ACE-2 protein Binding Affinity and coronavirus VIP

selection encompassing all orders of mammals. More specifically, there is no relationship

between order and coronavirus VIP selection. However there were patterns between ACE-2

protein binding affinity and order, where binding affinity was much lower in Chiroptera and

Carnivora than in the other orders tested. However when we looked at the relationship between

ACE-2 protein binding affinity and coronavirus interacting protein selection, things got more

complicated. There was no pattern when looking at the data as a whole but there were noticeable

trends within each individual order. This means that VIP selection may affect individual orders

uniquely and we can’t properly predict what happens with future coronaviruses and identify

intermediary species between mammals and humans with ACE-2 protein binding affinity and

coronavirus interacting protein selection alone. The concept of trade-offs between resistance and

ACE-2 gene function is very complex and influenced by factors we may not know about.

Because the ACE-2 protein as a very important function it may be more detrimental for many

organisms to change its structure, resulting in the results we found throughout our research.
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